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Product Introduction
Overview
：

Last updated 2022-11-28 11:02:51
TDMQ for RocketMQ is distributed message middleware developed by Tencent Cloud based on Apache RocketMQ.
It is fully compatible with all the components and principles of Apache RocketMQ and supports connection to opensource RocketMQ clients without any modifications.
Featuring low latency, high performance, reliability, and scalability, and trillions of QPS, TDMQ for RocketMQ can add
async decoupling and peak shifting capabilities to distributed application systems. It also provides the capabilities that
internet applications require, such as massive message retention, high throughput, and reliable retry mechanism.
TDMQ for RocketMQ is available in the forms of virtual cluster and exclusive cluster.
Virtual clusters are logically isolated from each other and are billed in a pay-as-you-go (postpaid) manner, so you
only need to pay for the messages and topic resources you used. Such clusters are suitable for business scenarios
where the number of messages is small or fluctuates greatly. They are currently in beta testing and will be billed from
December, 2022.
Exclusive clusters are physically isolated from each other and are billed in a monthly subscribed (prepaid) manner,
so you need to make an upfront purchase. If your business involves a large volume of messages, you will find it more
cost-effective to use exclusive clusters to meet your high SLA requirements.
For comparison between the two cluster types, see Product Series.
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Strengths
：

Last updated 2022-11-28 11:02:51

Open-Source Version Compatibility
TDMQ for RocketMQ is compatible with open-source RocketMQ 4.3.0 and later. It supports access from open-source
clients in Java, C, C++, Go, and other programming languages.

Resource Isolation
TDMQ for RocketMQ offers a multi-level resource structure that allows for both namespace-based virtual isolation and
cluster-level physical isolation, making it simple for you to enable namespace-level permission verification to
distinguish clients in different environments.

Rich Message Types
TDMQ for RocketMQ supports multiple message types such as general, sequential, delayed, and transactional
messages. It also supports message retry and the dead letter mechanism, fully meeting the requirements in various
business scenarios.

High Performance
A single TDMQ for RocketMQ server can sustain a production/consumption throughput of up to 10,000 messages.
With the distributed architecture and stateless services, the cluster can be scaled horizontally to increase the cluster
throughput.

Observability
TDMQ for RocketMQ supports various monitoring metrics in the console where message traces can be displayed. It
also provides alarming capabilities and all the TencentCloud APIs you may need to integrate with your self-service
Ops systems.
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Message Type
General Message
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:33:40
General message is a basic message type, where a message is delivered to the specified topic by the producer and
then consumed by the consumer subscribed to the topic. As general messages are not sequential in a topic, you can
use multiple partitions to improve the message production/consumption efficiency, and they deliver the best
performance when the throughput is huge.
General message is different from scheduled, delayed, sequential, and transactional message. The topics
corresponding to these types of messages cannot be mixed and can only be used to send and receive messages of
the same type. For example, a general message topic can only be used to send and receive general messages but not
other types of messages.
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Scheduled Message and Delayed Message
：

Last updated 2022-06-07 11:25:55
This document describes the concepts and usage of scheduled message and delayed message in TDMQ for
RocketMQ.

Concepts
Scheduled message: after a message is sent to the server, the business may want the consumer to receive it at a
later time point rather than immediately. This type of message is called "scheduled message".
Delayed message: after a message is sent to the server, the business may want the consumer to receive it after a
period of time rather than immediately. This type of message is called "delayed message".
Actually, delayed message can be regarded as a special type of scheduled message, which is essentially the same
thing.

Usage
Apache RocketMQ does not provide an API for you to freely set the delay time. In order to ensure compatibility with
the open-source RocketMQ client, TDMQ for RocketMQ has designed a method to specify the message sending time
by adding the property key-value pair to the message. You only need to add the __STARTDELIVERTIME property
value to the property of the message that needs to be sent at a scheduled time (within 40 days). For delayed
messages, you can first calculate the time point for scheduled sending and then send them as scheduled messages.
A code sample is given below to show how to use scheduled and delayed messages in TDMQ for RocketMQ. You
can also view the complete sample code >>

Scheduled message
To send a scheduled message, simply write a standard millisecond timestamp to the __STARTDELIVERTIME
property before sending it.
Message msg = new Message("test-topic", ("message content").getBytes(StandardChar
sets.UTF_8));
// Set the message to be sent at 00:00:00 on 2021-10-01
try {
long timeStamp = new SimpleDateFormat("yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm:ss").parse("2021-10-01 0
0:00:00").getTime();
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// Set `__STARTDELIVERTIME` into the property of `msg`
msg.putUserProperty("__STARTDELIVERTIME", String.valueOf(timeStamp));
SendResult result = producer.send(msg);
System.out.println("Send delay message: " + result);
} catch (ParseException e) {
// TODO adds the method for handling the timestamp parsing failure
e.printStackTrace();
}

Delayed message
For a delayed message, its scheduled sending time point is first calculated by System.currentTimeMillis()
+ delayTime , and then it is sent as a scheduled message.

Message msg = new Message("test-topic", ("message content").getBytes(StandardChar
sets.UTF_8));
// Set the message to be sent after 10 seconds
long delayTime = System.currentTimeMillis() + 10000;
// Set `__STARTDELIVERTIME` into the property of `msg`
msg.putUserProperty("__STARTDELIVERTIME", String.valueOf(delayTime));
SendResult result = producer.send(msg);
System.out.println("Send delay message: " + result);

Use Limits
When using delayed messages, make sure that the time on the client is in sync with the time on the server;
otherwise, there will be a time difference.
There is a precision deviation of about 1 second for scheduled and delayed messages.
The maximum time range for scheduled and delayed messages are both 40 days.
When using scheduled messages, you need to set a time point after the current time; otherwise, the message will
be sent to the consumer immediately.
Delayed message in TMDQ for RocketMQ is not compatible with delayed message of RocketMQ ONS client, but
they achieve the same results.
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Sequential Message
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:34:05
This document describes the concept and usage of sequential message in TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Concepts
Sequential messages include globally sequential messages and partitionally sequential messages:
Globally sequential message: the most distinctive characteristic of the globally sequential message type is that
messages are consumed strictly in the order they are delivered by the producer. Therefore, it uses a single partition
to process messages, and you cannot customize the number of partitions. It has a lower performance.
Partitionally sequential message: compared with general messages, partitionally sequential messages are
sequential in a particular partition; that is, in the same partition, the consumer consumes messages strictly in the
order they are delivered to the partition by the producer. This message type retains the partitioning mechanism to
improve the performance while guaranteeing a certain sequence, but it cannot guarantee the sequence across
different partitions.
The comparison between sequential message and general message is as follows:

Message Type

Consumption
Sequence

Performance

Use Cases
HugeThroughput
use cases
with no

General message

No sequence

Highest

requirements
for
production
and
consumption
sequence
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Message Type

Consumption
Sequence

Performance

Use Cases
HighThroughput

Partitionally sequential message

All

use cases
that require

messages in
the same

publishing
and

partition
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High

consuming
messages in

First In, First

the same

Out (FIFO)
rule

partition in
strict
accordance
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FIFO rule
AverageThroughput
use cases

All
messages in
Globally sequential message

the same
topic follow
the First In,
First Out
(FIFO) rule
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Features
Message Filtering
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:34:21
This document describes the feature, use cases, and usage of message filtering in TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Feature Overview
In message filtering, a message producer configures message attributes to group messages before sending them to a
topic, and a consumer subscribed to the topic uses message attributes to filter the messages so that only eligible
messages are delivered to the consumer for consumption.
If a consumer sets no filter conditions when subscribing to a topic, no matter whether filter attributes are set during
message sending, all messages in the topic will be delivered to the consumer for consumption.

Use Cases
Generally, messages with the same business attributes are stored in the same topic; for example, when an order
transaction topic contains messages of order placement transactions, payment transactions, and delivery
transactions, and if you want to consume only one type of transaction messages in your business, you can filter them
on the client, but this will waste bandwidth resources.
To solve this problem, TDMQ supports filtering on the broker. You can set one or more tags during message
production and subscribe to specified tags during consumption.
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Usage
Sending message
You must specify tags for each message when sending it.
Message msg = new Message("TOPIC","TagA","Hello world".getBytes());

Subscribing to message
Subscribe to all tags:
If a consumer wants to subscribe to all types of messages under a topic, an asterisk (*) can be used to represent all
tags.
consumer.subscribe("TOPIC", "*", new MessageListener() {
public Action consume(Message message, ConsumeContext context) {
System.out.println(message.getMsgID());
return Action.CommitMessage;
}
});

Subscribe to one tag:
If a consumer wants to subscribe to a certain type of messages under a topic, the tag should be specified clearly.
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consumer.subscribe("TOPIC", "TagA", new MessageListener() {
public Action consume(Message message, ConsumeContext context) {
System.out.println(message.getMsgID());
return Action.CommitMessage;
}
});

Subscribe to multiple tags:
If a consumer wants to subscribe to multiple types of messages under a topic, two vertical bars (||) should be added
between two tags for separation.
consumer.subscribe("TOPIC", "TagA||TagB", new MessageListener() {
public Action consume(Message message, ConsumeContext context) {
System.out.println(message.getMsgID());
return Action.CommitMessage;
}
});
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Message Retry and Dead Letter Mechanisms
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:34:32
This document describes the message retry and dead letter mechanisms and their usages in TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Feature Overview
When a message is consumed for the first time by a consumer and fails to get a normal response, TDMQ for
RocketMQ will automatically retry delivering this message through the message retry mechanism until it is consumed
successfully. When the number of retries reaches the specified value but the message is still not consumed
successfully, retry will stop, and the message will be delivered to the dead letter queue.
After the message enters the dead letter queue, TDMQ for RocketMQ can no longer process it automatically. At this
point, human intervention is generally required. You can write a dedicated client to subscribe to the dead letter queue
to process such messages.

：

Note

The broker will automatically retry in the cluster consumption mode but not the broadcast consumption mode.

The following results are considered as consumption failure, and the message will be retried accordingly:
1. The consumer returns ConsumeConcurrentlyStatus.RECONSUME_LATER .
2. The consumer returns null .
3. The consumer actively/passively throws an exception.

Number of Retries
When a message needs to be retried in TDMQ for RocketMQ, set the "messageDelayLevel" parameter as follows to
configure the number of retries and retry intervals:
messageDelayLevel=1s 5s 10s 30s 1m 2m 3m 4m 5m 6m 7m 8m 9m 10m 20m 30m 1h 2h
The number of retries and retry intervals have the following relationships:

Retry Number
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Retry Number

Interval
Retry

Retry Number

Interval
Retry

1

1
second

10

6
minutes

2

5
seconds

11

7
minutes

3

10
seconds

12

8
minutes

4

30
seconds

13

9
minutes

5

6

1
minutes
2
minutes

14

15

10
minutes
20
minutes

7

3
minutes

16

30
minutes

8

4
minutes

17

1 hour

9

5
minutes

18

2 hours

Usage
If you use DefaultMQProducer to send a general message, you can set the maximum number retries allowed if
message delivery fails and develop the business retry logic flexibly based on the timeout period. The usage is as
follows:
/**Set the maximum number retries after message sending fails*/
public void setRetryTimesWhenSendFailed(int retryTimesWhenSendFailed) {
this.retryTimesWhenSendFailed = retryTimesWhenSendFailed;
}
/**Send the message synchronously and specify the timeout period*/
public SendResult send(Message msg,
long timeout) throws MQClientException, RemotingException, MQBrokerException, Int
erruptedException {
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return this.defaultMQProducerImpl.send(msg, timeout);
}
Below is the sample code of retrying for three times when the producer fails to send a message within 3s:
/**Send the message synchronously and retry three times if the message fails to b
e sent within 3s*/
DefaultMQProducer producer = new DefaultMQProducer("DefaultProducerGroup");
producer.setRetryTimesWhenSendFailed(3);
producer.send(msg, 3000L);
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Cluster Consumption and Broadcast
Consumption
：

Last updated 2022-09-19 10:42:04
This document describes the features and use cases of cluster consumption and broadcast consumption in TDMQ for
RocketMQ.

Feature Description
Cluster: If the cluster mode is used, any message only needs to be processed by any consumer in the cluster.
Broadcast: If the broadcast mode is used, each message will be pushed to all registered consumers in the cluster
to ensure that the message is consumed by each consumer at least once.

Use Cases
Cluster consumption is suitable for scenarios where each message only needs to be processed once.
Broadcast consumption is suitable for scenarios where each message needs to be processed by each consumer in
the cluster.

Sample Code
Cluster subscription
All consumers identified by the same group ID will evenly share messages for consumption. For example, if a topic
has nine messages, and a group ID identifies three consumer instances, then each instance will consume only
three messages evenly in the cluster consumption mode.
// Set the cluster subscription mode (which is the default mode if you don't sp
ecify one)
properties.put(PropertyKeyConst.MessageModel, PropertyValueConst.CLUSTERING);

Broadcast subscription
A message will be consumed once by all consumers identified by the same group ID. In the broadcast consumption
mode, for example, if a topic has nine messages and a group ID identifies three consumer instances, each instance
will consume nine messages.
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// Set the broadcast subscription mode
properties.put(PropertyKeyConst.MessageModel, PropertyValueConst.BROADCASTING);

：

Note

You need to ensure that all consumer instances under the same group ID have the same subscription
relationships.
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Use Cases
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:34:54

Async Decoupling
The transaction engine is the core system of Tencent billing. The data of each transaction order needs to be monitored
by dozens of downstream business systems, including item price approval, delivery, reward point, and stream
computing analysis. Such systems use different message processing logic, making it impossible for a single system to
adapt to all associated business. In this case, TDMQ for RocketMQ can implement efficient async communication and
application decoupling to ensure the business continuity of the primary site.

Peak Shifting
Companies hold promotional campaigns such as new product launch and festival red packet grabbing from time to
time, which often cause temporary traffic spikes and pose huge challenges to each backend application system. In this
case, TDMQ for RocketMQ can act as a buffer to centrally collect the suddenly increased requests in the upstream,
allowing downstream businesses to consume the request messages based on their actual processing capacities.

Sequential Message Sending/Receiving
Sequential messages are used in some business scenarios, such as order creation, payment, delivery, and refund of
in-app/game items, which are all strictly executed in sequence. Similar to the First In, First Out (FIFO) principle,
TDMQ for RocketMQ offers a sequential message feature dedicated to such scenarios to ensure message FIFO.

Consistency of Distributed Transactions
A billing system often has a long transaction linkage with a significant chance of error or timeout. TDMQ for
RocketMQ's automated repush and abundant message retention features can be used to provide transaction
compensation, and the eventual consistency of payment tips notifications and transaction pushes can also be
achieved through TDMQ for RocketMQ.

Distributed Cache Sync
During sales and promotions, there are a wide variety of products with frequent price changes. When users query item
prices multiple times, the cache server's network interface may be fully loaded, which makes page opening slower.
After the broadcast consumption mode of TDMQ for RocketMQ is adopted, a message will be consumed by all nodes
once, which is equivalent to syncing the price information to each server as needed in place of the cache.

Big Data Analysis
Data creates value in the "flow". Most traditional data analysis are based on batch computing models, which means
they cannot analyze data in real time. In contrast, TDMQ for RocketMQ can easily implement real-time analysis of
business data when combined with a stream computing engine.
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Use Limits
：

Last updated 2022-11-28 11:02:51
This document lists the limits of certain metrics and performance in TDMQ for RocketMQ. Be careful not to exceed the
limits during use to avoid exceptions.

Cluster
Limit Type

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

Maximum number of clusters in a single region

10

Unlimited

Cluster name length

3–64
characters

3–64 characters

Limit Type

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

Maximum number of namespaces per cluster

10

10

Maximum TPS per namespace

4,000

Over 4,000, depending on the node
specification

Maximum production and consumption bandwidth
per namespace

40 Mbps

80 Mbps, depending on the node
specification

Namespace

Namespace name length

3-64
characters

3-64 characters

Topic
Limit Type

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

Maximum number of topics per cluster

150

200-500

Topic name length
Maximum number of producers per topic
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Limit Type
Maximum number of consumers per topic

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

500

500

Limit Type

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

Maximum number of groups per cluster

1,500

2,000-5,000

Group name length

3-64
characters

3-64 characters

Limit Type

Virtual
Cluster

Exclusive Cluster

Maximum message retention period

3 days

3 days

Maximum message delay

40
days

40 days

Message size

5 MB

5 MB

Consumption offset reset

15
days

15 days

Group

Message
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Comparison with Apache RocketMQ
：

Last updated 2022-11-28 11:02:51
The performance comparison between TDMQ for RocketMQ and Apache RocketMQ is detailed below:

Feature Type

Feature

Scheduled
message

Basic features
Visual
management

Availability

TDMQ for RocketMQ

Apache
RocketMQ

The scheduled time is accurate
down to the second and can be

You can only
specify the

customized.

delay level.

Visual management for clusters,
topics, and groups is supported.
You can view the details of
subscriptions and consumer
status.

You don’t need to manually
deploy, configure, or scale up

Elastic
scaling

underlying computing resources
because operations such as node
registration are automatically
performed in a visual manner.
You can expand the number of
nodes horizontally, increase the
disk capacity, and upgrade the
configurations of a single node
vertically as needed at any time.

High
reliability

Visual
management
is supported
but is less
user-friendly.
The console
doesn’t
distinguish
between
topic types.
A self-built
Ops team is
required, and
operations
are
performed in
a less
automatic or
visualized
manner.

With three data replicas, the
server can be automatically
restarted in seconds after the

Data can be
replicated in
sync or

downtime, without affecting the
message capacity and data.

async mode.
You need to
design the
deployment
scheme and
related
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parameters.
The primary
sync
schemes
won’t be
automatically
used after
the failover.
This feature
is supported,
but it is timeCross-AZ
highavailability
deployment

This feature is supported to avoid
losses caused by data centerlevel failures.

consuming
for you to
design the
deployment
schemes
and
parameters.
This feature

Resource
dashboard

You can monitor core metrics at a
fine granularity and view
production and consumption
details.

is supported
but with
fewer
monitoring
metrics.

Observability

Alarming

With the capabilities provided by
Cloud Monitor, alarms will be
triggered in case of message
heap or delayed message

Not
supported

sending/receiving.
This feature
is not
Tenant
namespace
isolation

You can implement this feature in
the console in a visual manner.

Root
account and
sub-account

Supports authorization between
Tencent Cloud CAM root
accounts and sub-accounts and

management

between enterprise accounts.

Security management and control
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truly isolated
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supported
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Migration tool
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Tool for
migrating

You can easily migrate from
Apache RocketMQ to TDMQ for

from Apache
RocketMQ

RocketMQ by using scripts.

-
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Relevant Concepts
：

Last updated 2022-02-11 14:35:15
This document lists the common concepts in TDMQ for RocketMQ and their definitions.

General Message
General message is a basic message type, where a message is delivered to the specified topic by the producer and
then consumed by the consumer subscribed to the topic. As general messages are not sequential in a topic, you can
use multiple partitions to improve the message production/consumption efficiency, and they deliver the best
performance when the throughput is huge.

Sequential Message
Partitionally sequential message: compared with general messages, partitionally sequential messages are
sequential in a particular partition; that is, in the same partition, the consumer consumes messages strictly in the
order they are delivered to the partition by the producer. This message type retains the partitioning mechanism to
improve the performance while guaranteeing a certain sequence, but it cannot guarantee the sequence across
different partitions.
Globally sequential message: the most distinctive characteristic of the globally sequential message type is that
messages are consumed strictly in the order they are delivered by the producer. Therefore, it uses a single partition
to process messages, and you cannot customize the number of partitions. It has a lower performance than the other
two message types.

Dead Letter Message
A dead letter message is a message that cannot be consumed normally. When you create a subscription in TDMQ (to
subscribe a consumer to a topic), a dead letter queue will be automatically created to process messages of this type.

Retry Letter Queue
A retry letter queue is designed to ensure that messages are consumed normally. If no normal response is received
after a message is consumed by the consumer for the first time, it will enter the retry letter queue, and after a specified
number of failed retries, it will be delivered to the dead letter queue.
In actual scenarios, messages may not be processed promptly due to temporary issues such as network jitter and
service restart, and the retry mechanism of the retry letter queue can be a good solution in this case.

Dead Letter Queue
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A dead letter queue is a special type of message queue used to centrally process messages that cannot be consumed
normally. If a message cannot be consumed after a specified number of retries in the retry letter queue, TDMQ will
determine that the message cannot be consumed under the current situation and deliver it to the dead letter queue.
In actual scenarios, messages may not be consumed due to service downtime or network disconnection. In this case,
they will not be discarded immediately; instead, they will be persisted by the dead letter queue. After fixing the
problem, you can create a consumer subscription to the dead letter queue to process such messages.

Cluster Consumption
Cluster consumption is suitable for scenarios where each message only needs to be processed once.

Broadcast Consumption
Broadcast consumption is suitable for scenarios where each message needs to be processed by each consumer in
the cluster.
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